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2024 Keystone Rv Passport SL 219BHWE $36
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Description 2024 Keystone RV Passport SL 219BHWE, $36,370 *MSRP is subject to change
by manufacturer Keystone Passport SL travel trailer 219BHWE highlights: Double
Size Bunks Murphy Bed Outdoor Kitchen Rear Cargo Door ? This Passport SL
travel trailer has a functional interior that allows you to have lots of sleeping
space without taking up too much interior space! The 51" x 74" double size bunks
can accommodate travel gear when you use the exterior rear cargo door with the?
flip up bunk . The Murphy bed can be pushed out of the way to reveal a? sofa ?for
afternoon lounging, and the booth dinette can also transform from a dining area
into a sleeping area. Outside, you'll enjoy cooking some burgers at the outdoor
kitchen while you stay protected underneath the? 15' awning , and the? pass-
through storage ?is going to allow you to bring some extra equipment. ? With any
Keystone Passport SL you will enjoy lightweight towing and lots of interior
comforts! The power tongue jack lets you hitch up at the drop of a hat, and the
Dexter torsion axle rubber ride suspension will make towing easier than ever. You
will appreciate having power stabilizer jacks for quick setup and an exterior
convenience center to monitor tank levels. These trailers are constructed with a
seamless, laminated and gel-coated filon exterior, 80% tinted safety glass
windows, and a fully walkable roof so you can easily clean off your unit after a
week in the woods. The interior will have you feeling right at home with residential
durable Beauflor vinyl flooring, deluxe night shades, LED lighting throughout, and
seamless kitchen countertops to name a few comforts.?

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21151727
VIN Number: 35020-21151727
Condition: New
Length: 26

Item address , Seffner, Florida, United States
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